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Nida Alahmad
Illuminating a State: State-Building and
Electricity in Occupied Iraq
Introduction
On April 9, 2003, Baghdad fell to the United States occupiers and their allies. The
country soon became the subject of a massive occupation-led project of state-building.
On May 16, a retired American ambassador, L. Paul Bremer III, signed the first regu-
lation that established the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) in Iraq, which he
headed, as the entity that
shall exercise powers of government temporarily in order to provide for the
effective administration of Iraq during the period of transitional administration,
to restore conditions of security and stability, to create conditions in which the
Iraqi people can freely determine their own political future, including by
advancing efforts to restore and establish national and local institutions for repre-
sentative governance and facilitating economic recovery and sustainable
reconstruction and development.1
The transformative nature of the United States–led occupation took the form of state-
building in which Iraq approximated a laboratory.2 “Pure” hypothetical rules about
how the state and economy are best designed were implemented as if the country
existed in a controlled lab environment. Extreme measures were taken in the span of
one year to reshape the political, governmental, and financial institutions. Sweeping
CPA orders covered details of Iraqi life from taxes to the dissolution of state and
government institutions and organizations, most infamously the armed forces.3
Projects, mostly carried by American private contractors, were launched to implement
various elements of this radical vision.4
Bremer went on to sign a series of orders and regulations over the next thirteen
months that aimed to help reshape Iraqi state, economic, and political institutions
into a liberal democratic role model for the rest of the Middle East.5 However, the
dream of a radical transformation quickly vanished. In August 2003, a violent insur-
gency erupted and began to spread across the country. Shortly after the transfer of
sovereignty from the occupiers to an Iraqi interim government in June 2004, Iraq
witnessed its first civil war since its establishment as a British League of Nations’
mandate in 1920. In the absence of strong state institutions and a functioning modern
financial transactions system, political and criminal groups with access to cash and
means of violence dominated Iraq’s economy.6 What started as a massive project of
transformative state-building, aimed at the Iraqi state in 2003, instead contributed to
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the emergence of a state later characterized by many state-building experts as fragile,
and sometimes as failed.7 With the advancement of Sunni militias in capturing terri-
tories in northern and western Iraq in late June 2014, Iraq is currently facing renewed
threats of civil war and possible partition.
This essay will not ask why the United States’ project failed, or how it could have
succeeded, or why it should not have been attempted to begin with. While these
questions are important, they do not illuminate a fundamental problem of a current
form of political engineering. Given its ambition and scale, the United States’ project
in Iraq is instead used in this essay to interrogate what the expertise of state-building
means for our understanding of the “state” at a time when it is normal to think of the
state as an object of measurement, management, design, and building. I answer this
question by looking at how state-building experts conceived, implemented, and eval-
uated the reconstruction of the Iraqi electrical national grid.8
Limited Critique
The U.S. experience in Iraq was criticized for numerous reasons, but these critiques
are all limited by the conceptual framework of state-building and thus are not able to
offer an understanding of the performative nature of the state-building phenomenon.9
Thus the United States’ project and its subsequent failure were dismissed as the
outcomes of an imperialist project; an ambitious implementation of a universalist
Liberal Peace paradigm; or as a failure that could have been avoided given better
strategies or implementation policies.10 What these critiques have in common is their
view of the object of intervention: a reified and abstracted notion of the “state.” State-
building literature carries similar understandings of their object of intervention, which
will be elaborated upon later in this essay. Francis Fukuyama, a lead academic articu-
lator of state-building, defines it as “the creation of new governmental institutions and
the strengthening of existing ones” in states that are weak, that is, have weak institu-
tional capacities.11 But by starting our investigation from the desired end result of
state-building—a reified state—it becomes difficult to see how state-building, as a set
of practices and expert knowledge, assembles its object and maintains it (successfully
or not).
One way to understand forms of intervention as they took place in occupied Iraq
is to follow formal procedures, institutional changes, and political negotiations over
the new order.12 However, by doing so, one overlooks two dimensions of the situation.
First, such an inquiry starts from the presupposition that these interventions are
external to the political field on which they act. Treating these interventions as external
(either as an imposition or as welcome intervention—both distinctions are mostly
normative) reifies their self-representation as a body of expertise that is autonomous
from the subjects of intervention.
Second, these interventions do not simply occur at the levels of institutional and
legal arrangements and political alliances; they also occur on material objects and
abstracted representations. That is, they act on all aspects of the state’s life: national
narratives; legal, financial, security, and political institutions; and the material objects
that make the state viable, such as buildings to house state functions, pipelines to feed
the economy, weapons and barricades to protect “sovereignty,” sewage systems to
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maintain public health, paper to print currency on, and, among much else, an elec-
trical grid to generate and carry an electrical current that illuminates spaces and powers
economic and social activities.
I propose to begin from a site in which material objects, institutions, technologies,
narratives, relations of violence, electrical currents, energy supplies, and expert
knowledge are constantly assembled and maintained to help produce a new stately
order: the electrical grid. Under the United States occupation (April 2003–June 2004),
the electrical sector received the largest amount of reconstruction aid.13 Electricity was
crucial not just for generating power to hospitals, business, street lights, and house-
holds but also for oil production—the country’s main source of income. The grid
connected the country in a network of wires, transmitters, transformers, and gener-
ators through which electrical power was generated, moderated, and circulated.
During the state-building process, experts had to replace and re-assemble parts of this
power network and connect it to various forms of expertise, material objects, relations,
narratives, and technologies that in turn were assembled together in the process of
(re-)building the state. Before moving to the sites of assemblage, the following two
sections will place state-building in a historical context as a form of political tech-
nology that has deep affinities with academic knowledge production.
The Emergence of State-Building
State building has a recent history that is connected with the United Nations (UN)
peace-building strategies of the 1990s and their subsequent elaborations and articula-
tions in developmental policies and academic writings. The emergence of this political
technology and its sustainment over time was partly due to the circulation of experts
and their ideas and methods of measuring states, predicting their failures, and
managing them.
It should be noted that state-building is not synonymous with “state formation.”
State formation evokes a historical mode of inquiry into political struggles that carved,
negotiated, and continuously maintained and defined (always loosely) the parameters
of states.14 In contrast, state-building is a technical term. Fukuyama’s definition is
indicative of the technical manner in which this process is conceived of as a problem-
solving or management technique: “The creation of new governmental institutions
and the strengthening of existing ones,” in weak or failed states, which are considered
the “root of many of the world’s most serious problems, from poverty and AIDS to
drug trafficking and terrorism.”15
During the 1990s, the remedy to failed states was articulated in a set of UN prac-
tices and policy documents that came to be known as “peace through democracy.”
The early success of the UN mission in Namibia, which had an active role in setting
national elections and securing a stable transition, “inspired a programmatic model of
‘peace through democracy.’ ” “Democracy as a political technology of peace-
engineering” was elaborated in a policy document by Boutros Boutros-Ghali, then the
UN secretary general. The document, Agenda for Democratization, connected formal
democratic institutions with peace and illustrated kinship with “a vulgarized ‘liberal
peace’ theory.” “Liberal peace” is an idea that witnessed a post–Cold War revival. It
“explicitly and elaborately theorized a causal connection between a particular kind of
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domestic order [liberal democracy], and peace and cooperation between sovereign
states.”16
The United States–led efforts in Iraq are seen by some as an exception to the
recent history of state-building, which they view as emanating from and continuing
to resemble the post–Cold War UN peace-building projects. Iraq, in this view, was an
intervention on behalf of an interested external political power rather than one under-
taken by the objective UN system. However, as argued by Wolfram Lacher, techniques
used in Iraq resemble, albeit at extreme levels, many that are implemented in more
‘typical’ cases, particularly in the Balkans. More broadly,
there is a significant continuity underlying the rationale of post-conflict recon-
struction now [post–Cold War] and then [Cold War]: that is, the transformation
which the target state is to undergo aims at the reproduction of the international
order. The state to be built is a response not primarily to domestic circumstances
but to external exigencies ranging from security and economic considerations to
general conceptions about the functions of state. Today, these conceptions can be
summarized in the notion of liberal market democracy, providing us with a grid
of intelligibility for the analysis of Iraq.17
As a form of intervention that is attached to a specific set of cultural and technical
meanings and practices and reified in a clear term, state-building is therefore a rela-
tively young innovation that began by circulating in academic and policy circles. The
object of state-building is a fragile, weak, or a failed state (adjectives that describe
levels of the same problem: lack of a strong state). These states, referred to in such
terms, are different from the “weak states,” an analytical label that emerged in the
1980s in the discourse of the academic discipline of comparative politics to describe
possible levels of autonomy in a state-society relationship.18 The context of the
“fragile” and “failed” (sometimes also “weak,” though again, in a sense quite different
from that the term had in comparative politics) states of the 1990s was a product of
the post–Cold War conflicts. And such “fragile,” “failed,” or “weak” states were
conceptualized academically in the discipline of international relations and legal schol-
arship circles rather than in comparative politics. Conflicts in Somalia and Bosnia in
particular prompted the emergence of “failed states” as an organizing term that
describes states that lost their capacity to prevent or stop violent internal conflicts that
undermine the state’s monopoly over the means of violence. In other words, it is a
“label that often describes countries at risk of civil conflict or already mired in
conflict.”19 By the late 1990s, “the problem of failed states had become a core
element—indeed, part of the organizing doctrine—of the U.S. national security
strategy.”20
That the transformative occupation of Iraq took the form of state-building should
therefore be understood as emerging from a historical context in the 1990s in which
the state had become an object of international intervention. After the terrorist attacks
of 9/11, the “fragile” and “failed” states of the world then became the object of another,
perhaps more intrusive, form of intervention: state-building. Like “peace through
democracy,” state-building also considers the institutions of state as a basic unit of
intervention. But, unlike peace through democracy, state-building carried a different
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meaning and, thus, a different set of agendas. Before 9/11, “peripheral states with
sovereignty deficits [were regarded in the United States and the north] as a humani-
tarian matter . . . This strategic calculus changed dramatically” after 9/11. A “new
preoccupation with spillovers from weak or failed states has driven a slew of . . . U.S.
policy pronouncements and institutional innovations spanning the realms of
diplomacy, development, defense, intelligence, and even trade.”21 For example, in
2006 the U.S. State Department linked aid funding with an initiative of “transforma-
tional diplomacy” that sought to bring good governance and sustainable democracy.22
Similar initiatives were taken by the Department of Defense and the CIA. The UN,
Canada, Australia, and the United Kingdom followed a similar path.23
State building became the subject of academic articulation in the early 2000s with
leading scholars like Fukuyama and donor organizations such as the OECD producing
studies that attempt to understand, theorize, and organize interventions and to repair
state failure.24 In 2007 a specialized academic peer-reviewed journal dedicated to state
building was founded, the Journal of Intervention and Statebuilding. The state as an
object of engineering had to have its capacity assessed, measured, ranked, compared,
and, perhaps most important, predicted in terms of its future levels of “collapse.” This
operation is often performed through the creation of indexes based on certain indi-
cators of “stateness.” The earliest, and perhaps most famous, attempt at such a
compilation began in 1994 with what is now known as the Political Instability Task
Force, a project sponsored by the CIA and carried on by leading American political
science departments and scholars.25 Such efforts then proliferated in the early 2000s:
the 2004 Report of the Commission on Weak States and U.S. National Security; the
Failed States Index, produced by the Fund for Peace and published in Foreign Policy
magazine; and the Country Indicator for Foreign Policy (CIFP) Project, based in
Carleton University and sponsored by the Canadian Government. The USAID
produced its own index in 2006 but did not make its findings public. In 2007, Susan
Rice, the former U.S. national security advisor and envoy to the UN during the
Obama administration, co-authored an index on state weakness with Stewart
Patrick.26 This circulation of experts and their innovations within the academy-policy-
government networks contributed to the sustainment of state-building as an accepted
and viable political technology.
The State in State-Building
How does a state become an object of technical intervention? The answer lies partly
in North American political science doctrines. State-building is concerned with
enhancing a state’s capacity to avoid its collapse. At the same time, in both theory and
practice enhancing a state’s capacity is often accompanied by the limiting of the scope
of state functions.27 On this conception, state capacity lies within the ability of state
institutions to perform assigned functions. State-building clearly carries the same
assumptions about the state as new institutionalism—an approach in American
political science.28
There are variations of new institutionalism, but they all share two basic assump-
tions: “that political and legal institutions can explain different political outcomes in
different contexts, and that certain institutional forms can produce desired social and
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political behaviors across nations.”29 The extent of state power, seen through the lens
of institutionalism, is defined by the extent to which its institutional boundaries
delimit an autonomous and coherent actor. This understanding of the state made it a
powerful explanatory concept, argued Theda Skocpol—one of the main promoters of
the new institutionalist understanding of the state—in 1985. The title of her much-
cited anthology, Bringing the State Back In, came to define this moment in American
political science, in which the state became a political actor and a concept with explan-
atory power.30
From the components of the new institutionalism in the late 1970s and 1980s, the
institutions of the state then became the site of massive projects of political engi-
neering in the 1990s. Institutional design was used in that decade by the UN missions
in their Peace through Democracy, democratization, and institutional capacity-
building efforts that emerged with state-building in the late 1990s and early 2000s.
The circulation of these ideas about the state, from academic publications to the realm
of policy, was made possible by the paradigm’s basic suppositions: if institutions can
explain and shape political outcomes, then one can influence political outcomes at a
large scale by intervening in the institutional design of the state.
At the same time that the conceptual sharpness of the institutional state actor
made it easier to imagine forms of massive political interventions, it obscured the
nature of these interventions and their objects. This was precisely the opposite of what
proponents of the institutionalist state had thought of their innovation. Instead,
proponents of the state as an actor that exhibits qualities of autonomy and cohesion
(as defined by its institutional boundaries) saw its explanatory power as an answer to
an older trend in American political science in the 1940s and 1950s, when political life
had been understood through the lens of “political systems.” The problem with the
political systems approach, argued the later new institutionalist state promoters, was
its conceptual vagueness: it was unable to capture important aspects of political proc-
esses.31 But “bringing the state back in” did not resolve the problem of porous, mobile,
and elusive boundaries between state and society. As illustrated by Timothy Mitchell,
a statist approach depends analytically on the distinction between state and society.
This distinction is made sharper and narrower by new (institutionalist) definitions of
the state with a “residual” reference to the “customary Weberian definition of the
state” that “present[s] the state as an autonomous entity whose actions are not
reducible to or determined by forces in society.”32 Once an empirical or historical case
is examined through such a framework, the distinction between where the state ends
and society begins becomes less clear, undermining the explanatory power of this
approach, even when equipped with a sharper definition of the state concept.
The reified state not only makes an intervention like state building possible; it is
also an idea that we all recognize in our daily lives. The state is commonly spoken of
as if it were a person: the state is taxing/ withdrawing/ policing/ collapsing. This
apparent boundedness of the state as an actor is something that is taken seriously by
many critics of the institutionalists’ approaches to the state. Such critics also inter-
rogate the processes through which this appearance is produced.33 For Mitchell, for
example, while the state might appear as an abstraction (of laws, structures, organiza-
tions, planning, and policies) that transcends the concrete realm of material politics
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(or society), “the distinctions between abstract and concrete, ideal and material, and
subjective and objective, which most political theorizing is built upon, are themselves
partly constructed in those mundane social processes we recognize and name as the
state.”34 Joel Migdal and Klaus Schlichte call these processes “doing” the state—a
phenomenon that once interrogated reveals a process that is contradictory, incoherent,
and highly contingent.35 By this account, the process of “doing” makes possible
“seeing” the state as a coherent and autonomous actor. These processes, or “doing,”
include “special organization, temporal arrangement, functional specification, and
supervision and surveillance.”36 State-building is precisely a process of “doing” a (new)
state. It aims to place new ways of doing state business within institutions and among
them, redefining the scope of institutional functions. Interrogating this political tech-
nology might therefore give us some clues about how to understand the state beyond
its reified “self.”
Things of States
States must be imagined, but they must also be built.37
Taking seriously the apparent boundedness of the state while interrogating the proc-
esses that make it possible might be helpful for an alternative conceptualization of
state-building, countering its depiction by state-builders and their academic basis of
knowledge. Instead of taking the abstract idea of “institutional capacity” as a starting
point, what if we start from a more concrete, more physical, and more tangibly
“malleable” site? What if we start from the “objects” of states and see how they become
articulated, assembled, and ordered in the processes of building and maintaining the
bounded abstraction of what we recognize as a state?
Studying the relationship between things and states is not a novel endeavor. James
Scott showed how state projects of material social engineering that aimed to improve
people’s lives have led to disastrous outcomes, making living conditions worse than
their pre-intervention condition.38 But while placing the state in material engineering
projects (of cities, maps, modern farms, and so on), Scott still maintains an
assumption of a reified state that acts, in this case, like an engineer.
Knowledge about the state as an object of engineering is one that circulates
with the experts of state-building and at the same time maintains a status of univer-
sality that allows it to be powerful. The engineers, and other experts, of state-building
therefore arrive at their site of engineering to implement “principles [that are held
by the experts to be] true in every country.”39 This is not to suggest that knowledge
about the state is static or that its movement is unidirectional. The Iraqi experience,
for example, has witnessed the implementation of techniques that were developed in
the Balkans, namely, the introduction of sectarian and ethnic representational politics
in most political processes, and the planning for Iraq took into account the U.S.
experience in Afghanistan.40 Almost one decade after the end of the U.S. occupation,
the U.S. experience in Iraq remains a subject for reflection among state-building
experts both in the field and in the corridors of academic and political power.
However, state-building experts, as illustrated in the earlier sections, maintain the
main principles—of institutional design and limited state scope—as true and
universal.
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To investigate the “universal” knowledge about the state and its promoters, articu-
lators, and implementers requires that we step outside the reification of the state—the
image that is necessary and at the same time is a product of various processes/
“doing”—and enter it as a site of engineering. Let us begin by following the footsteps
of the first wave of state-building experts who entered Iraq and trace their projects as
they took off to participate in the building of the new state. The first team arrived a
few days after the fall of Baghdad and took charge of restoring essential infrastructure
services: electricity, water, and sewerage.
Merging Landscapes
As politics became more electriﬁed, electricity became politicized.41
The predecessor of the Coalition Provisional Authority was the Office for Recon-
struction and Humanitarian Assistance (ORHA). It was established in January 2003
as the body that would administer occupied Iraq. Within days of the fall of Baghdad
in April 2003, American engineers arrived as part of the first ORHA team in charge
of restoring electricity, water, and sewerage systems. To them, the electrical grid
presented a difficult technical challenge. A comprehensive map of the transmission
and distribution networks did not exist. The grid seemed to them like an idiosyncratic
patchwork of old, sometimes obsolete technologies. Local stations ran on spare parts
from different manufacturers, using different codes and standards. A CPA and Army
Corps of Engineers official, Lieutenant General Carl Strock, described the grid as
“essentially held together with ‘Band-Aids and rubber bands.’ ”42 To restore the grid,
it had to be mapped, with the help of Iraqi engineers, and standardized. Standard-
ization, in turn, required rehabilitation of the entire grid.43
The way U.S. engineers described the landscape of the national electrical grid as a
patchwork of improvised solutions was not very different from how many state-
building and political experts described the political landscape of Iraq. The narratives
about these two landscapes should not be seen as analogies of each other but were
acting on the same sites, as will become clear below. In extreme cases, Iraq was
described as a patchwork of three main ethno-sectarian groups (Kurds, Sunni Arabs,
Shi’a Arabs) that ought to separate from each other if any of them were to be viable
and if justice was to be served.44 A more moderate version of this view saw possible
redemption through giving justice to groups that were excluded from the political
process in the past, namely, the Kurds and the Shi’a Arabs.45 This latter is the view
that became adopted by the occupation authorities, which introduced a consociational
political system based on an ethno-sectarian quota in all major political processes and
institutions, including the constitution-making process, the transitional government,
and representative bodies.46
The electrical and demographic landscapes of Iraq as understood (and acted upon)
by the American state builders did not exist in separate domains nor did they act as
simple analogies of one another. To borrow from a description of the politics of infra-
structure in South Africa, “technologies and infrastructures are not merely symbols or
tools for political expression; rather, technology itself becomes a political terrain for the
negotiation of moral-political questions.”47 Before the invasion of Iraq, the electrical
grid produced 4,075 megawatts per day. This number collapsed to 711 megawatts
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immediately after the invasion. Prior to leaving office, Bremer promised to increase
the productivity of the national grid to 6,000 megawatts. He could not keep this
promise. At the time of the transfer of sovereignty in June 2003, the production level
was 3,621 megawatts. These numbers suggest a failure of the CPA’s efforts at the
rehabilitation of the electrical grid. The RAND Corporation, however, offered a
different reading of the situation. In 2009, it published a history of the CPA’s tenure
that attributed a different meaning to this episode:
Bremer also allocated available electricity more fairly throughout the country.
Under Saddam, Baghdad had enjoyed more-or-less continuous service, while less
favored areas of the country experienced frequent blackouts. Now these shortages
were more evenly distributed. Unfortunately, most political leaders and nearly all
foreign journalists lived in Baghdad, so the impression of an overall degradation
in service gained currency.48
The report’s narrative reconstructed the failure to rehabilitate the electrical grid as a
moral victory for consociational justice; as if the electrical grid was not only a carrier
of electrical flows but also provided a space in which consociational justice circulated.
This reading is plausible if one sees the historical, physical, and political map of Iraq
through a static ethno-sectarian lens. However, tracing the movement of population
before and after the invasion presents a different picture. Prior to the civil war (2007)
and its subsequent population displacement, Baghdad was both the most densely
populated area and the most “mixed” in terms of ethno-sectarian affiliation. It is
therefore not self-evident that the CPA’s mode of distribution was more equitable
than the previous mode of distribution. The picture drawn by RAND reflects a new
reality in which, due to the sectarian violence that followed the invasion and culmi-
nated in a civil war, a more clearly marked segregation of sects and ethnicities along
neighborhood, town, city, and governorate boundaries has developed. This also
resulted in the decrease in Baghdad’s population concentration from being home to
23.4 percent of the population in 2002, to just 18 percent in 2012.49
This report is significant not only because of its narrative but also because of who
wrote it. The book’s lead author, James Dobbins, is a universal expert in state-
building. He is a U.S. diplomat who co-authored a number of books on state and
nation building while at RAND as the head of the corporation’s International Security
and Defense Policy Center, such as The Beginner’s Guide to Nation-Building (2007)
and America’s Role in Nation-Building: From Germany to Iraq (2003). He served as a
special U.S. envoy for Afghanistan, Kosovo, Bosnia, Haiti, and Somalia: all countries
with state-building projects in which the United States has been involved. From May
2013 to July 2014 he was a special United States representative to Pakistan and Afghan-
istan. Therefore, according to a state-building expert par excellence, the Iraqi grid was
the technology that delivered political justice and, at the same time, reified a new
political history of the country that reflected the vision of the new state builders of
Iraq as a consociational democracy.
Order, Maintenance, and Sabotage
The new stately order not only had to be built; it also had to be maintained. RAND’s
account of the circulation of consociational justice via the grid was one way in which
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attempts were made to imagine, extend, and articulate the space for that new order.
But the grid was also a space in which opposition to the new order was expressed,
punished, excluded, and discouraged. For the new stately order to succeed, these
assemblages of expertise, objects, energy supplies, institutions, networks of infra-
structure, among others, had to be maintained. Once the assemblage is maintained, it
can be articulated into a bounded abstraction—what we recognize as a “state.”
The grid also became a militarized terrain for both the sabotage and the mainte-
nance of the new state order. Its own material qualities enabled both acts of sabotage
and deterrence.50 For instance, the possibility of using electrical current as a way of
inflecting pain on bodies has been deployed as a tactic of political punishment since
the eighteenth century. During the Tacky’s Rebellion against British rule in 1760,
strong electric shocks were used on rebel slaves in common sight in an effort to
“inspire spectacular terror.”51 An American version of that “spectacle” of electricity-
induced pain in Iraq was materialized by leaked pictures of Iraqi political prisoners.
In May 2004, a leaked picture from Abu Ghraib prison in Baghdad was printed along
the cover page of the Economist magazine with the headline “Resign, Rumsfeld.” The
picture was that of a man with a shabby sack draped over his upper body and down
to his knees. His head and face were hooded. He was standing on a box, with his arms
extended to the side and his body connected to electric wires.
The Abu Ghraib image of the man with wires became one of a number of iconic
images of the United States occupation in Iraq. It is associated with the brutal prac-
tices of torture carried out by the United States military in its effort to curb a growing
insurgency. As the United States and its international and local allies embarked on
their project of remaking Iraq, they faced numerous sources of resistance, of which an
escalating armed insurgency was one.52 A number of tactics were used to contain the
insurgency, with varied levels of success. As we learned from leaked documents and
pictures, detention accompanied by practices of torture was one method of counterin-
surgency.53 The electrical wires in the picture, whether used to electrocute the prisoner
or not, came to represent these acts of torture. These acts were part of an effort to
consolidate and maintain the new order. Electricity no longer circulated solely to
deliver justice in the newly conceived consociational democracy and to illuminate
spaces; it also became at once a symbol that traveled across the globe through television
and Internet screens, and a physical, immediate medium for the violent enforcement
of the new political order.54
While electrical currents became a form of deterrence and punishment, their circu-
lation along the grid was incorporated into the sabotage strategies of insurgents. But
this circulation was heavily interdependent with the circulation of oil. This interde-
pendence was part of an assemblage through which the “doing” of the state would,
and did, take place: mainly by securing the circulation of electrical and fossil energies
through the country’s electrical grid and oil pipelines. Battles to extend competing
political agencies were fought along the grid-pipeline terrain. These battles were occa-
sionally intensified by criminal activities motivated by the material gains of capturing
and selling the metals that compose the grid.
Indeed, the first acts of sabotage along the grid were of a criminal nature. Within
weeks of the occupation, the country’s oil production dropped significantly (from
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4,075 megawatts pre-war to 711 post-invasion), to the point where it could not keep
up with domestic consumption of gasoline and cooking gas, and the CPA had to
import refined petroleum products to solve the immediate problem.55 The radical and
sudden drop in the production of electricity was due to looting of the precious metals
that constituted the grid. In contrast to fifty electrical transmission towers damaged
due to the pre-invasion bombing, looters who sold precious metals to Iran and Kuwait
had by mid-June 2003 destroyed seven hundred such towers.56
The oil-electricity interdependency was partly shaped by Iraq’s recent history.
Before the 2003 invasion Iraq had limited refinery capacity due to years of interstate
wars and subjection to comprehensive international economic sanctions for over a
decade, starting in the early 1990s. This resulted in producing an excess of a residue
known as “heavy fuel oil.” Heavy fuel was used to run thermal power plants and
produce 54 percent of Iraq’s electricity at the time.57 At the same time, the oil industry
(extraction, refinery, and transportation) was and still is powered by electricity,
making the country’s oil and gas industry “the largest industrial customer of electricity
in Iraq.”58 As late as 2013, the expansion of the oil industry’s capacity in Iraq was
partially held back by the insufficient supply of electrical power.59
Insurgency attacks under the occupation incorporated the interdependence of oil
and electricity into a weapon. During the first three years of the occupation, it is
estimated that the oil and electricity infrastructure was subjected to over three hundred
attacks.60 In military terms, the grid-pipeline was a “force multiplier” to the insur-
gents.61 In other words, once an insurgent group is able to locate spots along the grid-
pipeline landscape where the flow of both oil and electricity can be disrupted, a single
attack can cause damage that affects a larger number of the population than if the
attack occurred at a different spot where the two infrastructures do not connect. June
12, only few months after the establishment of the CPA, witnessed the first attack on
the oil-electricity terrain: the target was a pipeline that carries oil to Turkey.62 Attacks
on the grid and oil pipelines continued throughout the CPA’s tenure and beyond,
illustrating the power that the interdependence of these two networks holds. For
example, before the handing over of sovereignty to an Iraqi interim government, a
pipeline near Beiji, south of Baghdad, was bombed. This pipeline fueled the Musayyib
power plant in Baghdad and its damage cut the country’s electricity production by 10
percent.63 Continuous attacks on the grid and on the contractors and technocrats who
worked to repair the grid led to the diversion of a considerable amount of recon-
struction funds to providing private security along the path of the grid.64 Due to the
continuous sabotage of the electricity infrastructure, electricity production barely
reached its pre-war levels by the end of the CPA’s fourteen months tenure. Electricity
generation and supply continued to be influenced by insurgent attacks and did not
improve until after the end of the civil war in 2008. In 2013, the national grid, even
supported by significant amounts of imported electricity from neighboring countries,
was only expected to meet consumption demands by 2015.65
Un-Doing the State
The grid-pipeline-insurgent/criminal landscape did not emerge automatically with the
occupation. The expansion of these agencies, and the withdrawal of the state’s agency
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as the presumed upholder of law and order, were connected to a series of contingencies
that allowed for adaptive calculations. Despite objections within the United States
Department of Defense, the number of invading troops on the ground was low. In
Baghdad, for example, there was one soldier for every 250 residents and no existing
police force. On the eve of the occupation, all Iraqi police and armed forces disap-
peared, leaving the terrain open for looting.66 Members of the Iraqi armed and security
forces did not just abandon their posts on the eve of the occupation; they were also
dismissed and the institutions in which they served were dissolved by CPA Order 2 of
May 23, 2003. Members of the dissolved Iraqi army took to the streets demanding
that they be paid and re-employed by the new authorities, but to no avail until many
months later. From May until the end of the summer, Iraq was left with no significant
“state”-policing apparatus, and an attempt to build a new Iraqi army did not take
place until the end of the summer (CPA Order 22).
The inability to protect the grid-pipeline was due to the absence of an effective
policing power of the state (and its builders). By dissolving all military, security, and
paramilitary forces and dismissing many bureaucrats because of their Ba’th Party
membership, the CPA dismantled what Migdal and Schlichte call the “doing” of the
state. That is, the personnel and structures of policing, surveillance, and deterrence
that had been organized and maintained before the occupation and that successfully
prevented the emergence of widespread disorder were dismissed. With their dismissal,
a network of security, local, and professional knowledge was freed from an assemblage
that composed parts of the state. The dismantling of this assemblage opened a new
space in which crime could be organized and insurgencies could grow. The inability
to restore order, even in the relatively calm southern province of Missan, prompted a
local leader to shout at CPA officers at a meeting, “You are the government. Act like
one.”67 Describing the lawlessness in her neighborhood where “machine guns [now]
solve problems,” a Baghdadi woman summarized the situation to me by saying, “Now
there is no state!”68
Former security and army personnel who were “freed” from the assemblages of
the state kept with them knowledge acquired in their former connections with the
state. This knowledge made certain sabotage calculations and actions possible. For
instance, growing insurgent groups gained access to large caches of weapons created
across the country by the former regime to support an anti-occupation resistance.
However, a clearly formed and organized resistance did not emerge immediately.
Different groups with various political loyalties formed gradually, taking advantage of
the new space and the available weapons and expertise. “This was not planned ahead
of time and reflected neither a desire to restore the past nor ideological attachment to
Baathism; rather, these cells developed gradually, initially drawing individuals angered
by dim prospects, resentful of the occupation and its indignities, and building on pre-
existing party, professional, tribal, familial or geographic—including neighborhood—
networks.”69 The porous borders also meant that foreign fighters were entering the
country, mostly through Syria, adding to the violent landscape of sabotage.70
The engineers in charge of rebuilding the grid found themselves working on a
terrain that became a political battlefield: their initial budget had to be reconsidered
to account for private security services to carve out a safe space for their work on the
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grid. The grid thus emerged as a site at which agencies can be extended or limited in
a manner contingent on adaptive calculations that considered material and social
connections, technical and local knowledge, and opportunities to organize violent
criminal and insurgent groups.
Conclusion: Translating Success
The rehabilitation of the electrical grid and the attempts to standardize its structure
and function and maintain the flow of electrical currents through it was one aspect of
translating state-building into empirical projects. However, it was also important for
the state-builders to translate the outcomes of projects such as electricity restoration
into abstractions that could describe how the rehabilitation of the Musayyib power
plant, for example, reflected levels of success in building stateness. This abstraction
came in the form of megawatts, a unit that measured the rate of energy conversion.
Paul L. Bremer III promised to increase the production level to 6,000 megawatts
by June 2004. Megawatts did not have to be the official measure. Some U.S. experts
who were working on the grid disagreed with the use of megawatts as a measuring
unit of success (or failure). Their argument was that fixing a number of megawatts to
be produced by a particular deadline as an indicator for (state-building) success would
create an incentive for quick fixes rather than the long-term rehabilitation of the entire
grid. Even if this number were to be achieved, a weakened grid would suffer from
collapses if made to carry this increased amount of power. They were proved right
when in October 2003 the system produced 4,000 megawatts but suffered from
multiple collapses—many were due to an overload of the deteriorating grid. They also
argued that 6,000 megawatts is not a reliable number because it is based on a
projection of future demand based on consumption levels in a time of short supply.
Once electrical supply increases, the expectations and demand for higher consumption
levels would also rise.71 This point was proved true ten years later when the expected
demand was measured at 22,000 megawatts.72
The megawatt was not the only abstraction that measured the successful levels of
establishing stateness. The New York Times, in collaboration with the Brookings
Institute, published a periodical chart called “The State of Iraq: An Update” from
early 2004 (covering the CPA period in 2003) until the summer of 2007.73 The chart,
which gave an update on the “state of Iraq,” was a collection of numbers that count
the number of foreign troops, U.S. troop deaths, Iraqi security forces and their deaths,
attacks by insurgents, prisoners held by the United States, daily U.S./Iraqi patrols,
Iraqi civilian deaths and displaced persons, barrels of oil produced per day, gigawatts
of electricity produced, percentage of unemployment, dollars going from Baghdad to
other provinces, and the percentage of Iraqis supporting a strong central government.
The stateness of the Iraqi state was thereby translated into numbers that measured,
among other things, centralized violence and its insurgent contenders, oil and elec-
tricity production, and the general attitude of the population. These measurements of
the state are but one example of a larger industry of measuring different aspects of the
state that feature in indicators about “state failure” and “fragility” that were discussed
earlier.
The first regulation of the occupation authorities, which established the CPA and
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defined the scope of its tasks, made it clear that the United States–led occupation was
embarking on a transformative project that took the state as its main object. Iraq was
turned into an open laboratory of a political engineering technology. This technology,
called “state-building,” emerged and was sustained as a powerful organizing thought in
part due to the circulation of experts and their inventions among academic centers,
policy centers, NGOs, developmental agencies, and even civil occupation authorities.
The possibility of imagining, and acting upon, the state as an object of engineering was
in large measure the result of formulations that took place in North American political
science, in which the state became understood as a bounded and autonomous entity that
can explain and (thus) influence political outcomes. While this abstraction is a necessary
condition of the conception of a grand program such as state building, once translated
into empirical projects the state boundaries give way to concrete, material, and tangibly
“malleable” sites. In this particular site, objects, expertise, narratives, electrical currents,
and relations of violence were constantly assembled and maintained to help produce an
order that resembles what we recognize in our daily lives as the state.
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